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Abstract
Under mild assumptions the equivalence of the mixed Poisson process with
mixing parameter a real-valued random variable to the one with mixing distri-
bution as well as to the mixed Poisson process in the sense of Huang is obtained,
and a characterization of each one of the above mixed Poisson processes in terms
of disintegrations is provided. Moreover, some examples of “canonical” proba-
bility spaces admitting counting processes satisfying the equivalence of all above
statements are given.
Finally, it is shown that our assumptions are essential for the characterization
of mixed Poisson processes in terms of disintegrations.
MSC 2010: Primary 60G55 ; secondary 60A10, 28A50, 60G05, 60K05, 60J27,
91B30.
Key Words: mixed Poisson process, mixed renewal process, disintegration,
Markov property.
Introduction
To the best of our knowledge, given a probability space pΩ,Σ, P q, there are five defini-
tions for mixed Poisson processes (MPPs for short). The first one, involving birth pro-
cesses, traces back to Lundberg (cf. e.g. [6], page 61), while the second one is that of the
standard MPP with parameter a positive real-valued random variable (cf. e.g. [6], Defi-
nition 4.3). Another definition of MPPs associated with a family tPryuryPrΥ of probability
measures on Σ and with a probability measure ν on the σ-algebra σptP‚pEq : E P Σuq
(written MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq for short) is due to Huang [7], and is given in terms of inter-
arrival processes, see Definition 2.2 (b). The other two definitions refer to the cases of
a MPP with mixing parameter a real-valued random variable Θ (MPPpΘq for short)
˚The author is indebted to the Public Benefit Foundation Alexander S. Onassis, which sup-
ported this research, under the Programme of Scholarships for Hellenes.
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and a MPP with mixing distribution U (MPPpUq for short), see Definitions 2.2 (a)
and (c), respectively.
The equivalence of Lundberg’s definition to that of the MPPpUq is due to P. Albrecht
[1], while the equivalence of the definition of the standard mixed Poisson process with
parameter a positive real-valued random variable to that of the MPPpΘq is due to R.
F. Serfozo (see [13], page 290 together with [14], Theorem 3.1).
In this paper we first investigate the equivalence of the definitions of a MPPpΘq, a
MPPpUq and a MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq. It is easy to see that a MPPpΘq is always a MPPpUq.
But the inverse implication does not seem to be in general true, as it is not always
possible (given a MPPpUq) to construct a real-valued random variable Θ such that
PΘ “ U , and a disintegration of P over U consistent with Θ.
In Section 2 we prove that given a counting process N , under Assumption 2.5 and under
the assumption that P is perfect and Σ is countably generated, the existence of a real-
valued random variable qΘ such that N is a MPPp qΘq is equivalent with the existence
of a distribution U on B such that N is a MPPpUq, and the latter is equivalent with
the existence of a family tPryuryPrΥ of probability measures on Σ and of a probability
measure ν on σptP‚pEq : E P Σuq such that N is a MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq, see Theorem
2.6. In Theorem 2.7 we prove that under Assumption 2.4 and the existence of a
disintegration of P over PΘ consistent with a given real-valued random variable Θ,
it follows that N is a MPPp pΘq if and only if it is a MPPpP pΘq if and only if it is a
MPPptQpθupθPR, P pΘq, where pΘ is a proper measurable function of Θ and tQpθupθPR is a
proper family of probability measures on Σ.
The proofs of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 rely on two earlier results. The first one is due to
Lyberopoulos and Macheras where it is proven that under the existence of an appro-
priate disintegration of P over PΘ a MPPpΘq can be reduced to an ordinary Poisson
process under the disintegrating measures (see [8], Proposition 4.4). The second one is
due to Macheras and Tzaninis where it is proven that under Assumption 2.4 within the
class of mixed renewal processes, a counting process is a MPPpΘq if and only if it has
the P -Markov property (see [10], Theorem 2.11). For the definition of the P -Markov
property we refer to e.g. [11], page 44.
In Section 3 we provide two examples of “canonical” probability spaces where all as-
sumptions of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are valid. In particular, in both examples each of
the assertions of Theorem 2.7 is valid.
Finally, in Section 4 we construct two counter-examples of non-trivial probability spaces
where the characterization of MPPs in terms of disintegrations fails.
1 Preliminaries
By N is denoted the set of all natural numbers and N0 :“ N Y t0u. The symbol R
stands for the set of all real numbers, while R :“ R Y t´8,`8u and Rd denotes the
Euclidean space of dimension d P N. Given a subset A of a set Ω we denote by Ac the
complement ΩzA of A and by χA the indicator function of A. For a map f : D ÞÝÑ E
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we denote by Rf or by fpDq the set tfpxq : x P Du, and for a set A Ď D we denote
by f æ A the restriction of f to A, and by fpAq the set tfpxq : x P Au.
Given a probability space pΩ,Σ, P q a set N P Σ with P pNq “ 0 is called a P -null
set. For any two sets A,B P Σ we write A “P B if P pA△Bq “ 0. Given a measurable
space pΥ,Hq, for any two Σ-H-measurable maps X, Y : Ω ÞÝÑ Υ we write X “ Y
P -a.s. if tX ‰ Y u is a P -null set.
Given a topology T on Ω write BpΩq for its Borel σ-algebra on Ω, i.e. the σ-algebra
generated by T and B :“ BpRq, B :“ BpRq, Bd :“ BpRdq and BN :“ BpRNq for
the Borel σ-algebra of subsets of R, R, Rd and RN under the corresponding Euclidean
topologies, respectively, while L1pP q stands for the family of all real-valued P -integrable
functions on Ω. Functions that are P -a.s. equal are not identified.
For the definitions of real-valued random variables, random variables and ran-
dom vectors we refer to Cohn [2], pages 308 and 318.
Given two probability spaces pΩ,Σ, P q and pΥ,H,Qq as well as a Σ-H-measurable map
X : Ω ÞÝÑ Υ we denote by σpXq :“ tX´1pBq : B P Hu the σ-algebra generated by
X , while σptXiuiPIq :“ σ
`Ť
iPI σpXiq
˘
stands for the σ-algebra generated by a family
tXiuiPI of Σ-H-measurable maps from Ω into Υ .
For any d-dimensional random vector X on Ω we apply the notation PX “ Kpθq in the
meaning that X is distributed according to the law Kpθq, where θ P Rd. In particular,
Ppθq and Exppθq, where θ is positive parameter, stand for the law of Poisson and
exponential distribution, respectively (cf. e.g. [11]).
We write ErX|F s for a conditional expectation of X given F (see [2], page 342 for the
definition). For X :“ χE P L1pP q with E P Σ we set P pE | Fq :“ EP rχE | F s.
Given a real-valued random variable X on Ω and a random vector Θ : Ω ÞÝÑ Rd, a
conditional distribution of X over Θ is a map PX|Θ from BˆΩ into r0, 1s such that
(cd1) for each ω P Ω the set-function PX|Θp‚, ωq is a probability measure on B;
(cd2) for each B P B we have
PX|ΘpB, ‚q “ P pΘ´1pBq | σpΘqq P æ σpΘq-a.s.,
where PX|ΘpB, ‚q is σpΘq-measurable for any fixed B P B.
For simplicity we write k :“ PX|Θ and define the map KpΘq from BˆΩ into r0, 1s by
means of
KpΘqpB, ωq :“ pkpB, ‚q ˝Θqpωq @B P B @ω P Ω.
Then for θ “ Θpωq with ω P Ω the probability measures kp‚, θq are distributions on B
and so we may write Kpθqp‚q instead of kp‚, θq. Consequently, in this case KpΘq will
be written by KpΘq.
For any real-valued random variables X , Y on Ω we say that PX|Θ and PY |Θ are
P æ σpΘq-equivalent and we write PX|Θ “ PY |Θ P æ σpΘq-a.s., if there exists a P -null
set N P σpΘq such that for any ω R N and B P B the equality PX|ΘpB, ωq “ PY |ΘpB, ωq
holds true.
From now on pΩ,Σ, P q is a fixed probability space, while pΥ,Hq :“ pR,Bq, pΞ,Zq :“
pRd,Bdq.
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2 The results
We first recall some additional background material, needed in this section.
A family N :“ tNtutPR` of random variables from pΩ,Σq into pR,Bq is called a count-
ing process if there exists a P -null set ΩN P Σ such that the process N restricted on
ΩzΩN takes values in N0Yt8u, has right-continuous paths, presents jumps of size (at
most) one, vanishes at t “ 0 and increases to infinity. Denote by T :“ tTnunPN0 and
W :“ tWnunPN the arrival process and interarrival process respectively (cf. e.g.
[11], Section 1.1, page 6 for the definition) associated with N .
Recall that for a random vector Θ : Ω ÞÝÑ Rd a family tXiuiPI of real-valued random
variables Xi on Ω
‚ is P -conditionally (stochastically) independent given Θ, if for each n P N
with n ě 2 we have
P p
nč
j“1
tXij ď xiju | σpΘqq “
nź
k“1
P ptXij ď xiju | σpΘqq P æ σpΘq ´ a.s.
whenever i1, . . . , in are distinct members of I and pxi1 , . . . , xinq P Rn;
‚ is P -conditionally identically distributed given Θ, if
P
`
F XX´1i pBq
˘ “ P `F XX´1j pBq˘
whenever i, j P I, F P σpΘq and B P B.
For the rest of the paper we simply write “conditionally” in the place of “conditionally
given Θ” whenever Θ is clear from the context.
Definition 2.1 Let Q be a probability measure on Bd. A family tPθuθPRd of proba-
bility measures on Σ is called a disintegration of P over Q if
(d1) for each D P Σ the map θ ÞÝÑ PθpDq is Bd-measurable;
(d2)
ş
PθpDqQpdθq “ P pDq for each D P Σ.
If Θ : Ω ÞÝÑ Rd is an inverse-measure-preserving random vector (i.e. PΘpBq “ QpBq
for each B P Bd), a disintegration tPθuθPRd of P over Q is called consistent with Θ if,
for each B P Bd, the equality PθpΘ´1pBqq “ 1 holds for Q-almost every θ P B.
Remark. If Σ is countably generated (cf. e.g. [2], Section 3.4, page 102 for the
definition) and P is perfect (see [3], p. 291 for the definition), then there always exists
a disintegration tPθuθPRd of P over Q consistent with any inverse-measure-preserving
random vector Θ : Ω ÞÝÑ Rd (see [3], Theorems 6 and 3) and this means, that in most
cases appearing in applications (e.g. Polish spaces) disintegrations consistent with a
random vector exist.
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Throughout what follows, unless stated otherwise, N :“ tNtutPR` is a counting process,
T :“ tTnunPN0 is an arrival process, W :“ tWnunPN is its induced interarrival process
and without loss of generality we may and do assume that ΩN “ H.
A Poisson process N with respect to P with parameter θ ą 0 is denoted by P -PPpθq.
Definitions 2.2 A counting process N is:
(a) a mixed Poisson process with mixing parameter a real-valued random
variable Θ such that PΘ
`p0,8q˘ “ 1 (written P -MPPpΘq for short), if it has P -
conditionally independent and P -conditionally stationary increments (cf. e.g. [11],
Section 4.1, page 86 for the definition) and condition
@ t P p0,8q rPNt|Θ “ P pΘtq P æ σpΘq ´ a.s.s
holds true (cf. e.g. [11], page 87);
(b) a mixed Poisson process associated with tPryuryPrΥ and ν (P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq
for short), if for every r P N and for all w1, . . . , wr ą 0 condition
P
´ rč
k“1
tWk ď wku
¯
“
ż rź
k“1
PryptWk ď wkuq νpdryq,
holds true, where tPryuryPrΥ is a family of probability measures on Σ and ν is a probability
measure on BpΣq :“ BprΥ ,Σq :“ σptP‚pEq : E P Σuq such that W is Pry-independent
and pPryqWn “ Exp pαpryqq for every n P N and for ν-a.a. ry P rΥ , where α is a positive
measurable function on R (see [7], page 2);
(c) a mixed Poisson process with mixing distribution U : B pp0,8qq ÞÝÑ r0, 1s
(written P -MPPpUq for short) if
P
˜
mč
j“1
tNtj ´Ntj´1 “ κju
¸
“
ż
p0,8q
mź
j“1
e´θptj´tj´1q
`
θptj ´ tj´1q
˘κj
κj !
Updθq
holds for all m P N and t0, t1, . . . , tm P R` with 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă . . . ă tm and for all
κj P N0, j P t1, . . . , mu (cf. e.g. [12], page 9).
The following definition has been introduced in [10], Definitions 2.3.
Definition 2.3 A counting process N is called an extended MRP with mixing
parameters Θ and h, and interarrival time conditional distribution KphpΘqq
(written P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq for short), if h is a Rk-valued BpDq-Bk-measurable func-
tion on D P Bd with RΘ Ď D for k P N, if the induced interarrival process W is
P -conditionally independent and
@ n P N rPWn|Θ “ K phpΘqq P æ σpΘq ´ a.s.s.
In particular, if k “ d and h “ idRd then N is a P -MRP with interarrival time
distribution KpΘq (written (written P -MRPpKpΘqq for short). Moreover if h “ idRd
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and if there exists a θ0 P Rd with P ptΘ “ θ0uq “ 1 then N is a P -renewal process
with interarrival time distribution Kpθ0q (written P -RPpKpθ0qq for short).
Without loss of generality we may and do assume that
(1) @n P N rPWn|Θ “ K phpΘqqs.
From now on, unless stated otherwise, Θ is a positive real-valued random variable on
Ω.
The following assumption is a special case of Assumption 2.6 from [10].
Assumption 2.4 Let D P B with RΘ Ď D, h : D ÞÝÑ R be a BpDq-measurable
function, let N be a P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq and let tPθuθPD be a disintegration of P over
PΘ consistent with Θ. It follows by [9], Lemma 3.5 together with condition (1) that
(2) @n P N @ θ P D rpPθqWn “ K phpθqqs.
For any θ P D and t P R` put
Fhpθqptq :“ PθptWn ď tuq for all n P N.
Clearly the function Fhpθq depends on the distribution of Wn and, because of condition
(2), on h. We say that N , h and tPθuθPD satisfy Assumption 2.4, if there exists a
PΘ-null set Lh :“ Lh,N,tPθuθPD in BpDq such that for any θ R Lh the function Fhpθq
is continuously differentiable on p0,8q, there exists a function C P L1pPhpΘqq with
0 ă F 1hpθqptq ă Cphpθqq for each t ą 0, and the function ph : DzLh ÞÝÑ R defined by
means of phpθq :“ ph,1pθq :“ limtÑ0 F 1hpθqptq is positive and injective.
For the special caseD “ R and h :“ idR we write for simplicity L, Fθ and p1 in the place
of Lh, Fhpθq and ph respectively, and we say that N and tPθuθPR satisfy Assumption
2.4.
Assumption 2.5 Given a counting process N there exists a real-valued random vari-
able Θ on Ω and disintegration tPθuθPD of P over PΘ consistent with Θ satisfying
together with N Assumption 2.4.
Theorem 2.6 For a counting process N consider the following assertions:
(i) there exists a real-valued random variable qΘ on Ω such that N is a P -MPPp qΘq
with respect to P ;
(ii) there exists a family tPryuryPrΥ of probability measures on Σ and a probability mea-
sure ν on BpΣq such that N is a P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq;
(iii) there exists a real-valued random variable qΘ on Ω and a disintegration tQqθuqθPR
of P over P qΘ consistent with qΘ such that N is a Qqθ-PPpqθq for P qΘ-a.a. qθ P R;
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(iv) there exists a distribution U : B ÞÝÑ r0, 1s with Upp0,8qq “ 1 such that N is a
P -MPPpUq.
Then piiiq ùñ piq ùñ pivq.
Moreover, if P is perfect and Σ is countably generated then statements piq and piiiq
are equivalent and piq ùñ piiq.
If in addition, Assumption 2.5 holds true, then all statements piq to pivq are equivalent.
Proof. First note that implication piiiq ùñ piq is immediate by Proposition 4.4 of [8],
while the implication piq ùñ pivq follows by an easy computation.
Assume now that P is perfect and Σ is countably generated. Then the equivalence
piq ðñ piiiq follows by [8], Proposition 4.4, since under this assumption for any real-
valued random variable qΘ on Ω there always exists a disintegration tQqθuqθPR of P over
P qΘ consistent with qΘ (see [3], Theorems 6 and 3).
Ad piq ùñ piiq: If piq is true, since piq is equivalent with piiiq, it follows that there
exists a disintegration tQqθuqθPR of P over P qΘ consistent with qΘ such that N is a Qqθ-
PPpqθq for P qΘ-a.a. qθ P R. Then applying [10], Proposition 2.2, we obtain piiq for
tPryuryPrΥ :“ tQqθuqθPR and ν :“ P qΘ.
Assume now in addition that Assumption 2.5 holds true.
Ad piiq ùñ piq: If assertion piiq holds true, then by Definition 2.2 (b) together with
e.g. [11], Theorem 2.3.4, we obtain that N is a Pry-PPpαpryqq for ν-a.a. ry P rΥ ; hence
applying [11], Lemma 2.3.1 we deduce that for ν-a.a. ry P rΥ the equality
(3) Pryp
mč
j“1
tNtj ´Ntj´1 “ njuq “
n!śm
j“1 nj !
¨
mź
j“1
´tj ´ tj´1
tm
¯nj ¨ PryptNtm “ nuq
holds true for any m P N, any t0, t1, . . . , tm P R` such that 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tm and
any n1, . . . , nm P N0 such that
řm
j“1 nj “ n. The latter implies again for ν-a.a. ry P rΥ
the equality
(4) PryptNs “ ku X tNt ´Ns “ n´ kuq “
ˆ
n
k
˙
¨
´s
t
¯k
¨
´
1´ s
t
¯n´k
¨ PryptNt “ nuq
for all s, t P p0,8q such that s ă t and all k, n P N0 such that k ď n. Putting
FN :“ σptNtutPR` , FW :“ σptWnunPN and FT :“ σptTnunPN0 we then get FT “ FW
and FT “ FN (cf. e.g. [11], Lemmas 1.1.1 and 2.1.3 respectively).
Claim. The family tPryuryPrΥ of probability measures is a disintegration of P æ FN over
ν.
Proof. Since FN “ FW , it is sufficient to show that tPryuryPrΥ is a disintegration of
P æ FW over ν.
It follows by Definition 2.2 (b) that the property (d1) holds true; hence it is enough to
show (d2) for any E P FW . Put G :“
Ť
nPN σpWnq. Due to Definition 2.2 (b) we have
that (d2) is satisfied for each tWn ď wnu where wn ą 0 for any n P N.
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Denote by GŞ be the generator of FW consisting of G and all finite intersections of
elements of G and put
D :“ tE P FW : P pEq “
ż
PrypEq νpdryqu.
Then it easy to prove that the family D is a Dynkin class containing GŞ; hence by the
Monotone Class Theorem we get that D “ FW and the above claim follows. l
Fix on arbitrary m P N, t0, t1, . . . , tm`1 P R` such that 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tm`1 and
n0, n1, . . . , nm`1 P N0 such that 0 “ n0 ď n1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď nm`1. Using the above claim and
the equalities (3) and (4) we get by standard computations that
P p
mč
j“1
tNtj “ njuq ¨ P ptNtm “ nmu X tNtm`1 “ nm`1uq
“ P p
m`1č
j“1
tNtj “ njuq ¨ P ptNtm “ nmuq,
or equivalently thatN has the P -Markov property. Since N has the P -Markov property
and Assumption 2.5 is valid, we may apply [10], Proposition 2.7, to obtain assertion
piq.
Ad pivq ùñ piq: If pivq is valid then by Theorem 4.2 from [12], N has the P -Markov
property. By Assumption 2.5 there exists a real-valued random variable Θ on Ω and
a disintegration tPθuθPD of P over PΘ consistent with Θ satisfying together with N
Assumption 2.4. Thus, we may apply [10] Proposition 2.7 to get piq. l
Theorem 2.7 Let N be a P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq and let tPθuθPD be a disintegration of
P over PΘ consistent with Θ satisfying together with N and h Assumption 2.4. Sup-
pose that there exists a PΘ-null set L0 P BpDq such that h æ DzL0 is injective. Put
Oh :“ L0 Y Lh and pΘpωq :“ pph ˝ Θqpωq if ω P Θ´1pDzOhq, where Lh and ph are
as in Assumption 2.4, and denote again by pΘ any measurable extension of pΘ from
Θ´1pDzOhq to Ω. For any fixed A P Σ put
Qpθ pAq :“
#
pP‚pAq ˝ p´1h qppθq if pθ P phpDzOhq;
P pAq otherwise.
Then tQpθupθPR is a disintegration of P over P pΘ consistent with pΘ, and the following are
equivalent:
(i) N is a P -MPPp pΘq;
(ii) N is a P -MPPptQpθupθPR, P pΘq;
(iii) N is a Qpθ-PPppθq for P pΘ-a.a. pθ P R;
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(iv) N is a P -MPPpP pΘq.
Proof. The fact that tQpθupθPR is a disintegration of P over P pΘ consistent with pΘ is a
consequence of [10], Lemma 2.4.
The equivalence piq ðñ piiiq is due to [8], Proposition 4.4.
Ad piq ùñ piiq : Since assertion piq holds true and tQpθupθPR is a disintegration of P over
P pΘ consistent with pΘ, it follows by [10], Proposition 2.2 that piiq is valid.
Ad piiq ùñ piq : If piiq holds true, we get as in the proof of Theorem 2.6, piiq ùñ piq,
that N has the P -Markov property; hence by [10], Theorem 2.11, we obtain piq.
The implication (i)ùñ(iv) follows by an easy computation.
Ad pivq ùñ piq : If pivq is valid then N has the P -Markov property (see [12], Theorem
4.2). So, by [10], Theorem 2.11, assertion piq follows. l
Remarks 2.8 (a) If the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied and if one of its
assertions piq-pivq is valid, then ph and h coincide outside the PΘ-null set rL3YOh, andpΘ and rΘ coincide outside of the P -null set Θ´1pOhq.
In fact, let tQpθupθPR be as in Theorem 2.7 and assume that piiiq holds true. It then
follows that pQpθqWn “ Expppθq and that W is Qpθ-independent for any pθ P phpDzOhq
(cf. e.g. [11], Theorem 2.3.4). Applying now [10], Lemma 2.4, for phpOhq and ph in
the place of L0 and h respectively, we obtain that pPθqWn “ Exppphpθqq and that W is
Pθ-independent for any θ P DzOh. Since N is P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq, due to [10], Lemma
2.9, we can find a PΘ-null set rL3 P BpDq such that pPθqWn “ Kphpθqq for any θ P DzrL3
and n P N.
As a consequence, we deduce that for any θ P DzprL3 YOhq and pθ “ phpθq conditions
Expppθq “ pQpθqWn “ pPθqWn “ Kphpθqq
hold true, implying that phpθq “ hpθq for any θ P DzprL3 YOhq.
(b) It is worth noticing that if all statements piq to pivq of Theorem 2.7 are equivalent
and if one of them is valid, then its assumptions are necessary. More precisely, let h
and L0 be as in Theorem 2.7 such that ErhpΘqs ă 8, let N be a counting process andrΘ :“ h ˝Θ. Because of (a) we may take h and rΘ in the place of ph and pΘ respectively.
Assume that assertions piq-pivq of Theorem 2.7 are all equivalent and each of them is
valid with rΘ, h and L0 in the place of pΘ, ph and Oh. Then N is a P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq,
and there exists a disintegration tPθuθPD of P over PΘ consistent with Θ satisfying
together with N and h Assumption 2.4.
In fact, since piiiq is valid, there exists a disintegration tQrθurθPR of P over P rΘ consistent
with rΘ such that the counting process N is a PPprθq with respect to Qrθ for any rθ P
hpDzL0q. The latter is equivalent with the fact that pQrθqWn “ Expprθq and that W is
Qrθ-independent for any rθ P hpDzL0q (cf. e.g. [11], Theorem 2.3.4). For any θ P D and
A P Σ define
Pθ pAq :“
#
pQ‚pAq ˝ hqpθq if θ P DzL0;
P pAq otherwise.
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Applying [10], Lemma 2.4, we obtain that tPθuθPD of P over PΘ consistent with Θ and
that pPθqWn “ Expphpθqq and W is Pθ-independent for any θ P DzL0. Applying now
[10], Lemma 2.9, together with [9], Lemma 3.6, we obtain that PWn|Θ “ ExpphpΘqq P æ
σpΘq-a.s. and thatW is P -conditionally independent; hence N is a P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq.
It remains to show that tPθuθPD, N and h satisfy Assumptions 2.4.
In fact, for any θ P DzL0, t P R` and n P N put Fhpθqptq :“ PθptWn ď tuq :“ 1´e´hpθqt.
Clearly, Fhpθq is continuously differentiable on p0,8q. Define the map C P L1pPhpΘqq
by Cphpθqq :“ hpθq for any θ P DzL0, and for any fixed θ P DzL0 define the density
fhpθq :“ F 1hpθq by fhpθqptq :“ hpθq ¨ e´hpθqt for any t ą 0. Clearly, for any fixed θ P DzL0,
the density fhpθq is dominated by Cphpθqq, and the function limtÑ0 fhpθqptq “ hpθq is
positive and injective; hence tPθuθPD, N and h satisfy Assumptions 2.4.
3 Examples
By pΩ ˆ Υ,Σ bH,P b Qq is denoted the product probability space of pΩ,Σ, P q and
pΥ,H,Qq, and by piΩ and piΥ the canonical projections from Ω ˆ Υ onto Ω and Υ ,
respectively.
In this section we first provide an example of “canonical” probability spaces admitting
extended MRPs. Next we present, as special cases, two examples of probability spaces
satisfying all assumptions of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. In particular, in both examples
each of the assertions of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 is valid.
Throughout what follows, we put Υ :“ p0,8q, H :“ BpΥ q, rΩ :“ ΥN, Ω :“ rΩ ˆ G for
G P B, rΣ :“ Bp rΩq and Σ :“ BpΩq “ Bp rΩq bBpGq for simplicity.
The next example is a special case of Example 3.1 from [10].
Example 3.1 Let µ be an arbitrary probability measure on BpGq and let Qnpθq be
probability measures on BpΥ q for all n P N and for any fixed θ P G, which is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure λ on B. Moreover, suppose that there
exists a BpGq-measurable function h : G ÞÝÑ R such that Qnpθq “ K phpθqq for any
n P N and θ P G, where for any B P BpΥ q the function K php‚qq pBq : G ÞÝÑ R
is BpGq-measurable. Put rPθ :“ bnPNQnpθq for any θ P G. Define the set-function
P pEq :“ ş rPθpEθqµpdθq, for each E P Σ, where Eθ is the θ-section of E, and put
Pθ :“ rPθ b δθ for any θ P G, where δθ is the Dirac measure at θ. Then P is a
probability measure on Σ and tPθuθPG is a disintegration of P over µ consistent with
the canonical projection piG from Ω onto G (compare [10], Example 3.1).
Clearly, putting Θ :“ piG we get PΘ “ µ. Set Wn :“ pin for any n P N, where
pin : Ω ÞÝÑ Υ is the canonical projection, and W :“ tWnunPN. Put Tn :“
řn
k“1Wk
for any n P N0 and T :“ tTnunPN0 , and let N :“ tNtutPR` be the counting process
induced by T by means of Nt :“
ř8
n“1 χtTnďtu for all t P R` (cf. e.g [11], Theorem
2.1.1). Applying the same arguments as in [10], Example 3.1, we get that N is a
P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq.
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In the next example the real-valued random variable pΘ is distributed according to the
Gamma law, a common choice in Risk Theory.
Example 3.2 Let G :“ Υ , let ξ “ IGapα, βq, with α, β ą 0 be a probability measure
on BpΥ q i.e.
ξpBq :“
ż
B
βα
Γpαq ¨ t
´α´1 ¨ e´βt ¨ χp0,8qptqλpdtq for each B P BpΥ q
and let h : Υ ÞÝÑ R be defined by hpθq :“ 1
θ
for any θ P Υ . Fix now on arbitrary
θ P Υ and define the probability measures Qnpθq by means of Qnpθq :“ Expphpθqq for
all n P N. Let pΩ,Σ, P q, Θ, N , W and tPθuθPΥ be as in Example 3.1 with G “ Υ and
ξ in the place of µ.
Define the map C P L1pPhpΘqq by Cphpθqq :“ hpθq for any θ P Υ , and for any fixed θ P Υ
define the density fhpθq :“ F 1hpθq by fhpθqptq :“ hpθq¨e´hpθqt for any t ą 0. Clearly, for any
fixed θ P Υ , the density fhpθq is dominated by Cphpθqq, and the function ph : Υ ÞÝÑ Υ
defined by means of phpθq :“ limtÑ0 fhpθqptq “ hpθq for any θ P Υ , is positive and
injective; hence tPθuθPΥ , N and h satisfy Assumption 2.4.
Let pΘ :“ h ˝ Θ and put QpθpEq :“ pP‚pEq ˝ h´1q ppθq for any pθ ą 0 and E P Σ. Then
tQpθupθą0 is a disintegration of P over P pΘ consistent with pΘ, condition `Qpθ˘Wn “ Expppθq
holds true for any n P N and pθ ą 0, and the process W is Qpθ-independent (see [10]
Lemma 2.4). Thus due to [8], Proposition 4.4, we obtain that N is a P -MPPp pΘq.
Clearly, all assumptions of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are satisfied and so are their conclu-
sions. In particular, each of its assertions piq to pivq is valid.
In our next example the real-valued random variable pΘ is distributed according to the
Lognormal law, a common choice in Reliability Theory.
Example 3.3 Let G :“ R, let ρ “ Npµ, σ2q, with pµ, σ2q P Rˆp0,8q be a probability
measure on B i.e.
ρpBq :“
ż
B
1
σ
?
2pi
¨ e´ pt´µq
2
2σ2 ¨ χRptq λpdtq for any B P B
and let h : R ÞÝÑ R be defined by hpθq :“ eθ for any θ P R. Fix on arbitrary θ P R and
define the probability measures Qnpθq by means of Qnpθq: “ Expphpθqq for all n P N.
Let pΩ,Σ, P q, Θ, N , W and tPθuθPR be as in Example 3.1 with G “ R and ρ in the
place of µ.
Define the map C P L1pPhpΘqq by Cphpθqq :“ hpθq for any θ P R, and for any fixed θ P R
define the density fhpθq :“ F 1hpθq by fhpθqptq :“ hpθq¨e´hpθqt for any t ą 0. Clearly, for any
fixed θ P R, the density fhpθq is dominated by Cphpθqq, and the function ph : R ÞÝÑ Υ
defined by means of phpθq :“ limtÑ0 fhpθqptq “ hpθq for any θ P R, is positive and
injective; hence tPθuθPR, N and h satisfy Assumption 2.4.
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Let pΘ :“ h ˝ Θ and put QpθpEq :“ pP‚pEq ˝ h´1q ppθq for any pθ ą 0 and E P Σ. It then
follows as in Example 3.2 that there exists a MPPp pΘq with a lognormally distributed
real-valued random variable pΘ and that all assumptions of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied
and so are its conclusions. In particular, each of its assertions piq to pivq is valid.
4 Counter-examples
The next counter-examples show that there exist probability spaces and counting pro-
cesses on them satisfying assertions (i), (ii) and (iv) but not assertion (iii) of Theorems
2.6 and 2.7.
Moreover, the assumptions of Theorem 2.6, concerning the perfectness of the measure
P and the countability of Σ, are not valid, showing in this way that they are essential
for the equivalence (i) ðñ (iii). The same examples show that the assumption of
Theorem 2.7 concerning the existence of a disintegration consistent with Θ is not
valid; hence it is essential for the equivalence of (iii) with any of the assertions (i), (ii),
(iv).
To present our counter-examples we need the following result
Lemma 4.1 Let B be a subset of Ω with P ˚pBq “ 1 and P˚pBq “ 0. Put Σb :“
σpΣYtBuq and define R :“ Pb : Σb ÞÝÑ r0, 1s by means of Rp rDq :“ P ˚p rDXBq for anyrD P Σb. Then there does not exist any d-dimensional random vector Ψ on Ω such that
there exists a disintegration tRψuψPRd of R over RΨ consistent with Ψ. In particular,
if Σ is countably generated then R is non-perfect.
Proof. Assume, if possible, that there exists a d-dimensional random vector Ψ on Ω
such that there exists a disintegration tRψuψPRd of R over RΨ consistent with Ψ. For
any ω P Ω put
QωpEq :“ RΨpωqpEq
for each E P rΣ.
Claim 1. The family tQωuωPΩ is a subfield regular conditional probability for R over
R æ F with F “ σpΨq.
Proof. For the definition of a subfield regular conditional probability see [3], Section
2. Clearly for any fixed ω P Ω the set-function Qω is a probability measure on Σb, and
for any fixed F P F the function ω ÞÝÑ QωpF q is F -measurable. Furthermore, for each
F P F and E P Σb we have
ż
F
QωpEqRpdωq “
ż
F
RΨpωqpEqRpdωq “
ż
F
ERrχE | F spωqRpdωq
“
ż
F
χE dR “
ż
χFXE dR;
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hence
(5)
ż
F
QωpEqRpdωq “ RpE X F q
where the second equality follows from the assumption that the restriction of tRψuψPRd
is a disintegration of R over RΨ consistent with Ψ, together with [8], Lemma 2.5 (i).
As a consequence, we get that tQωuωPΩ is a subfield regular conditional probability forrP over rP æ F . This completes the proof of Claim 1. l
Claim 2. There exists a P -null set N P F such that for each A P F condition QωpAq “ 1
holds true for any ω P N c X A.
Proof. Since tRψuψPRd is a disintegration of R over RΨ consistent with Ψ we get
(6) @ A P F D NA P F0 @ ω P AXN cA rQωpAq “ 1s,
where F0 is the set of all P -null sets in F . Notice that F is countably generated since
Bd is so. Let G be a countable generator of F . Without loss of generality we may and
do assume that G is closed under finite intersections. Since G is a countable generator
of F condition (6) can be rewritten as
@ n P N @ An P G D NAn P F0 @ ω P An XN cAn rQωpAnq “ 1s.
So, setting N :“ ŤnPNAn we get that N P F with P pNq “ 0. Let us denote now by
D the class of all sets A P F such that QωpAq “ 1 for each ω P N c X A. Then it can
be easily proven that D is a Dynkin class; hence by the Monotone Class Theorem the
claim follows. l
But by condition (5) and our assumption that P ˚pBq “ 1, we get for every F P F thatż
F
QωpBq Rpdωq “ RpF XBq “ RpF q “
ż
F
χF pωq Rpdωq,
implying that RpDq “ 0, where D :“ tω P Ω : QωpBq ‰ 1u
Put E :“ D Y N . For any ω P Ec we get Qωptωuq “ 1 and QωpBq “ 1; hence
QωpB X tωuq “ 1, implying B X tωu ‰ H or ω P B. Thus we get Ec Ď B or
equivalently Bc Ď E, implying 1 “ P ˚pBcq ď RpEq; hence RpEq “ 1, a contradiction.
In particular, if Σ is countably generated then Σb is so; hence applying [3], Theorem
6, we deduce that R is non-perfect. l
Remark 4.2 Let Ω be an uncountable Polish space and P a non-atomic Borel measure
on Σ :“ BpΩq. It should be known that there always exists a set B Ď Ω such that
P ˚pBq “ 1 and P˚pBq “ 0. But since we could not find it in the literature, we insert
a short proof for completeness sake: Let pΩ, pΣ, pP q be the completion of pΩ,Σ, P q.
Then pΩ, pΣ, pP q is isomorphic to the Lebesgue probability space pr0, 1s,Lpr0, 1sq, λq (cf.
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e.g. [4], Corollary 344K). By [2], Proposition 1.4.11, there exists a subset rA of R such
that each Lebasgue measurable set that is included in rA or rAc is a λ-null set. Put
A :“ r0, 1s X rA and A1 :“ r0, 1s X rAc.
The subsets A and A1 cannot be both Lebesgue measurable, since if they were so, then
we would get that λpAq “ λpA1q “ 0, implying 0 “ λpA Y A1q “ λpr0, 1sq “ 1, a
contradiction. Thus, if A is non-Lebesgue measurable, we infer that λ˚pAq “ 0 and
λ˚pAq “ 1. Without loss of generality we may and do assume that A is non-Lebesgue
measurable. So, letting f : r0, 1s ÞÝÑ Ω be an isomorphism between the Lebesgue
probability space on r0, 1s and pΩ, pΣ, pP q, we get that B :“ fpAq is the desired set.
Remark 4.3 Let P , Θ and tPθuθPΥ be as in Example 3.2. Fix on arbitrary θ P Υ and
put Σ0 :“ tL P Σ : P pLq “ 0u and Σ0,θ :“ tL P Σ : PθpLq “ 0u.
(a) Since for any fixed E P rΣ the function θ ÞÝÑ rPθpEq :“ bnPNExpphpθqqpEq is
continuous, it can be easily seen that Σ0 “ Σ0,θ for every θ P Υ , implying that P ˚pBq “
P ˚θ pBq “ 1 and P˚pBq “ pPθq˚pBq “ 0. Thus, the probability measure Pθ can be
extended to the probability measure Pθ,b : Σb ÞÝÑ r0, 1s, defined by means of Pθ,bp rDq :“
P ˚θ p rD X Bq for any rD P Σb. Then for any fixed D P Σb the function θ ÞÝÑ Pθ,bp rDq is
BpΥ q-measurable.
(b) For any θ P Υ denote by pΣθ the completion of Σ with respect to Pθ. It then follows
that pΣ “ pΣθ for any θ P Υ ; hence each completed probability measure pPθ is defined onpΣ and for any E P pΣ the function θ ÞÝÑ pPθpEq is BpΥ q-measurable.
Example 4.4 Let pΩ,Σ, P q, N , Θ, h and pΘ be as in Example 3.2. Then all the as-
sumptions of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are satisfied, and so the equivalence of all assertions
(under P ) follows for each of the above two theorems. In particular, recall that each
assertion of both theorems is valid.
Since by construction pΩ,Σ, P q is an uncountable non-atomic Polish probability space,
it follows by Remark 4.2 that there exists a set B Ď Ω such that P ˚pBq “ 1 and
P˚pBq “ 0; hence we may define R and Σb as in Lemma 4.1. It can be easily seen that
assertions piq and pivq of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 remain valid under R, and taking into
account Remark 4.3 so does assertion piiq. In particular, assertions piq, piiq and pivq of
Theorem 2.7 are equivalent under R.
According to Lemma 4.1, there does not exist any real-valued random variable Ψ on
Ω such that there exists a disintegration tRψuψPR of R over RΨ consistent with Ψ,
implying that assertion piiiq of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 fails.
Note that, due to Lemma 4.1, neither the part of the Assumption 2.5 concerning the
existence of a real-valued random variable Θ on Ω and a disintegration of R :“ Pb
over RΘ consistent with Θ nor the perfectness assumption of Theorem 2.6 for the
probability space pΩ,Σb, Rq hold true. Thus, both assumptions are not necessary for
the equivalences piq ðñ piiq ðñ pivq and the perfectness assumption is essential for
the equivalence piq ðñ piiiq.
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Concerning Theorem 2.7, due again to Lemma 4.1, the assumption of the existence of
a disintegration of R over RΘ consistent with Θ is not necessary for the equivalences
piq ðñ piiq ðñ pivq but it is essential for the equivalence piq ðñ piiiq.
Example 4.5 Let pΩ,Σ, P q, N , Θ, h and pΘ be as in Example 3.2. Then all the as-
sumptions of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are satisfied, and so the equivalence of all assertions
(under P ) follows for each of the above two theorems. In particular, recall that each
assertion of both theorems is valid. Let pΩ, pΣ, pP q be the completion of pΩ,Σ, P q. It
can be easily seen that assertions piq and pivq of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 remain valid
under pP , and taking into account Remark 4.3 so does assertion piiq. In particular,
assertions piq, piiq and pivq of Theorem 2.7 are equivalent under pP .
First notice that the probability measure pP is perfect since P is (cf. e.g. [5], Proposition
451G(c)(i)), but pΣ is not countably generated; hence the countability assumption in
Theorem 2.6 fails.
Claim. There does not exist any real-valued random variable Ψ on Ω such that there
exists a disintegration tZψuψPR of pP over pPΨ consistent with Ψ.
Proof. Assume, if possible, that there exists Ψ on Ω such that there exists a disinte-
gration tZψuψPR of pP over pPΨ consistent with Ψ. Fix on an arbitrary A P pΣ and define
the function S‚pAq : Ω ÞÝÑ r0, 1s by means of
pS‚pAqqpωq :“ SωpAq :“ pZ‚pAq ˝Ψqpωq for every ω P Ω.
Then by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we get that tSωuωPΩ is a
subfield r.c.p. of pP over pP æ σpΨq. Since σpΨq is countably generated, it follows as in
Lemma 4.1 that there exists a set N P σpΨq such that P pNq “ 0 and for any A P σpΨq
condition SωpAq “ 1 holds true for any ω P N c X A. Choose a set D Ď N c such that
D R σpΨq but D P pΣ. Such a choice is possible, since the cardinality of σpΨq is c, c
the cardinality of the continuum, while the cardinality of pΣ is 2c. Then for each ω R N
we obtain
1 “ Sωptωuq ď SωpDq ď 1 if ω P D
and
1 “ Sωptωuq ď SωpDcq ď 1 if ω P Dc.
Thus, D “ N c X tω P Ω : SωpDq “ 1u P σpΨq, a contradiction. l
As a consequence, it follows that neither Assumption 2.5 of Theorem 2.6 nor the
assumption of Theorem 2.7 concerning the existence of a disintegration hold true.
Moreover, the above claim yields that assertion piiiq of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 fails;
hence the countability assumption for Σ is essential for the equivalence of piq and piiiq.
Remark 4.6 The above two counter-examples answer to the negative [10], Question
2.14, concerning the necessity of the assumptions of the existence of a disintegration
of P over PΘ consistent with Θ of Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.11 from [10], for the
validity of their conclusions.
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In fact, let pΩ, pΣ, pP q and N , h, Θ, pΘ and tPθuθą0 be as in Example 4.5, and let t pPθuθą0
be as in Remark 4.3. Then N is pP -eMRPpKphpΘqqq satisfying together with h and
t pPθuθą0 Assumption 2.4, but according to the claim of Example 4.5, t pPθuθą0 can not
be a disintegration of pP over pPΘ consistent with Θ. For the counting process N the
following are equivalent
paq N is a pP -MPPp pΘq;
pbq N has the pP -multinomial property;
pcq N has the pP -Markov property.
For the definition of the multinomial property we refer to e.g. [12], Section 2 page 2.
Ad paq ðñ pbq: N is a pP -MPPp pΘq if and only if it is a pP -MPPpP pΘq (see Example 4.5)
if and only if it has the pP -multinomial property (see [12], Theorem 4.2).
Ad paq ðñ pcq: N is a pP -MPPp pΘq if and only if it is a pP -MPPpt pPθuθą0, νq (see
Example 4.5). But the latter, due to [7], Theorem 3, is equivalent with the pP -Markov
property for N (see also [10], Remark 2.8 (d) and Example 3.3).
Thus, in the above set-up we constructed a probability space pΩ, pΣ, pP q, a family of
probability measure t pPθuθą0 on pΣ, and a counting processN being a pP -eMRPpKphpΘqqq
satisfying together with h and t pPθuθą0 Assumption 2.4 such that the conclusions of The-
orem 2.11 from [10], hold true but t pPθuθą0 is not necessarily a disintegration of pP overpPΘ consistent with Θ.
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